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Aspecial sauce more than a century older than the
United States will be on the menu for Donald
Trump at his state banquet in Seoul on Tuesday-

along with a diplomatically tricky prawn. The dinner, at
the presidential Blue House compound next to a former
royal palace, includes a beef rib dish accompanied by a
gravy made with an “exquisite, 360-year-old soy sauce”,
said a spokesman for Seoul’s presidential office. The age
implies it was made in 1657, the year the father of the US
Declaration of Independence signatory Benjamin Franklin
was born.

Fermented food including soy sauce is a staple in
South Korean cuisine, with soy sauces made by famous
artisans and fermented for decades-or centuries-sold for

tens of thousands of dollars per liter. In one food show in
2012, a group of artisans displayed soy sauce they
claimed had been made 450 years ago, with a price tag
of 100 million won ($90,000). Tuesday’s menu also
includes a grilled sole, known to be Trump’s favourite
fish. An unnamed official told the South’s Yonhap news
agency: “The menu contains food that has local, tradi-
tional flavour that could also appeal to the taste of the
US head of state.” But it is a marked contrast to the
largely familiar US-style fare the president was offered
by Prime Minister Shinzo Abe in Japan, with whom he
has a significantly warmer relationship than with South
Korean President Moon Jae-In. Within hours of Trump’s
arrival in Tokyo, Trump and Abe sat down to cheese-

burgers, accompanied by tomato ketchup, and the cen-
terpiece of the state banquet there was a steak. The
Seoul meal also features a prawn that Moon’s office said
was caught near a disputed island claimed both by the
South and Japan.

The Seoul-controlled island off the east coast-called
Dokdo in Korea and Takeshima in Japan-is at the heart of
a decades-long territorial dispute between the two coun-
tries, both of them US allies who are confronted by the
threat of nuclear-armed North Korea. And in another
diplomatic jab at Tokyo, Moon’s office invited Lee Yong-
Soo, a former wartime sex slave for Japanese soldiers, to
the state dinner.  

The plight of so-called “comfort women” is a hugely
emotional issue that has also marred ties between
Seoul and Tokyo for decades. Japan’s Chief Cabinet
Secretary Yoshihide Suga said in Tokyo he would not
comment on how another country welcomes a VIP.  But
Suga cast doubt on whether it was a good idea to use a
prawn caught near a disputed island at a time when
Japan and South Korea should unite to tackle North
Korean issues. — AFP 

Sauce older than US on
Trump’s South Korea menu

Story of Hitler’s
rise wins France’s
top book award

T
wo books about the Nazis took France’s biggest
literary prizes on Monday, with Eric Vuillard’s
story of how German industry and finance backed

Adolf Hitler winning the top Prix Goncourt.  “L’ordre
du jour” (in English “Agenda”) had been among the
favorites for the Goncourt prize-the most prestigious
in the French-speaking world. Vuillard, 49, said he
was taken aback on hearing he won for his elegant,
160-page book which charts how the financial sup-
port of German industrialists was crucial in Hitler’s
push for power.

“One is always surprised, sometimes fatally,” he
told reporters at the Paris restaurant where the win-
ner was announced. Asked whether the book was a
warning for our own populist times, the writer said he
wanted to set out how the “elites slid into a situation
where they compromised themselves”. His novelistic
account of Hitler’s rise, which sticks doggedly to the
facts, turns on a secret meeting in February 1933
between Hitler and the heads of Krupp, Siemens,
Opel, IG Farben and other major industrial groups
where they agreed to bankroll his election campaign.

As they left the room, Hermann Goering laughed,
“These elections will be the last for 10 years and
maybe for a century.” The Renaudot award, often
seen as a consolation prize for those not shortlisted
for the Goncourt, went to “The Disappearance of
Josef Mengele”, another book about the Nazis which
walked the tightrope of historical fact. Journalist
Olivier Guez spent years retracing the secret post-
Holocaust life of the SS doctor, notorious as the
“Angel of Death” at the Auschwitz concentration
camp for his often lethal experiments on prisoners.

Mediocrity of evil  
Mengele managed to escape to Argentina and

even got a West German passport in his own name in
the 1950s so he could return for a holiday in his
hometown. “I wanted to understand what is left of a
person after they have done that kind of evil,” Guez
said after he won. “I wanted to know what Mengele’s
life was like afterwards, whether he had been pun-
ished or not. I think in Europe today (with the rise of
the far-right) we need to understand the extraordi-
nary mediocrity of evil,” he added.

While Vuillard gets only 10 euros for winning the
Goncourt, the prize almost guarantees a boost in sales
of 450,000 copies or more, placing it instantly among
the year’s top bestsellers. Although his book was
greatly admired, many critics had tipped Veronique
Olmi to make history by becoming the second woman
writer in a row to win the century-old prize. Her nov-
el, “Bakhita”, based on another real-life story of a
Sudanese slave girl who became a Catholic saint, is
already a bestseller. —AFP

On the outskirts of Ecuador’s capital, young cou-
ples and families venture into a pitch-black cave
in search of an unlikely experience: a meal in the

dark. Blind waiters guide guests to their tables and deliv-
er tangy fruit juices and appetizing dishes like
caramelized vegetables and sweet fried bananas - foods
the owner believes can taste even more delightful when
diners can’t see what they are eating. La Cueva de Rafa,
or Rafa’s Cave, is the brainchild of Rafael Wild, an
Ecuadorean who spent years managing an Italian restau-
rant in Switzerland. 

After returning to Quito, he began building a cave as a
pastime and later decided to open a restaurant inside, run
by the blind and serving meals in absolute darkness. It’s a
concept that has already surfaced in European cities
including Paris and Barcelona and in the United States.
The Quito restaurant is the only dining-in-the-dark
establishment in Latin America, aside from occasional
pop-up events. Wild said he was inspired by his own
childhood in Ecuador, much of which he spent traversing
the great outdoors, including nearby caves.

“I liked exploring in the darkness,” he said. The
restaurant aims to provide jobs for the blind, increase
awareness of their daily struggles, and deliver a unique
culinary experience. According to the World Health
Organization, there are 40 million to 45 million blind peo-
ple in the world, including about 5 million in Latin
America. Diners visiting La Cueva de Rafa first walk
through a narrow, dimly lighted tunnel. 

Once inside, servers ask guests to place a hand on
their shoulder in order to guide them through the murky
cave toward their tables. Guests move awkwardly
through the dark while the waiters - most of whom have
been blind since childhood - step firmly ahead. Gabriel
Bolanos, a blind analyst at the Ministry of Foreign
Commerce who tends tables at La Cueva de Rafa on
weekends, presented diners with two options: an a la
carte menu featuring items like vegetable lasagna and
steak, or a surprise dish. 

The surprise dish included a sweet, slightly acidic
juice and tortillas made with quinoa and mashed pota-
toes. At tables, some diners laughed with friends as they

wrestled with the unexpected challenge of putting food
on a fork they could not see. For others, the darkness
proved unbearable. Fernando Bucheli, an architect, left
after five minutes, too nervous to stay any longer in a
dining room where cellphones and light-emitting watches
are prohibited.

“I felt claustrophobic, disoriented,” he said. “The
anguish kept getting worse.” But Wild, who has long felt
a personal connection to the blind, hopes the restaurant
will show what life is like for those who cannot see.
“Since I already had the cave I decided to use it in a way
to help society develop empathy for the blind,” he said.

Javier Madera and Gabriela Monroy said that after
overcoming their initial anxiety they had a memorable
meal, and not just because of the food. In the dark,
Madera revealed his feelings for Monroy, telling her for
the first time that he loves her. “It was an unforgettable
experience,” Monroy said.—AP

In Ecuadorean cave, meals 
offered in darkness by the blind

French writer Eric Vuillard holds his novel after
being awarded with the Prix Goncourt for ‘L’Ordre du
Jour’ at the restaurant Drouant in Paris. — AFP

This undated handout photo provided by South Korea’s presidential Blue House in Seoul shows the meal to be served at the state dinner for US President Donald Trump and First Lady Melania Trump. — AFP photos


